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May was a busy month for Master Gardeners.  We geared up for the Plant Sale, 
with all hands on deck.  It was a fabulous event in so many respects. 

  
Our 600+ tomato plants marched out the door to happy customers, we helped the 
FFA and other vendors sell their wares, and we helped the community get a big 
start on the season’s gardening. I can still feel the excitement as the crowd 
rushed in. 

     
We had a great time, and I saw lots of smiles and heard a lot of laughter and 
stories as we renewed acquaintances and put in four days of hard work.   
    
For me, the best times of the sale were the conversations with customers, 
especially the new gardeners, unsure of what and where to plant, and how to be 
gardeners.  Yet, their eyes sparkled with that familiar urge to dig in the dirt and 
add something new to their yard. Sharing our knowledge, and, even more 
importantly, our own curiosity in being better gardeners, is what we are all 
about.  
 
Hopefully, by the time you read this, the “ninth month of winter”, as one of my 
friends labeled May, and all the rain has moved into the history books.  The 
Weather Service has decreed this spring one of the wettest. 
 

I’ve wondered if my summer vegetables will find a place to thrive.  Should I follow the lead of the cement 
contractors in downtown Tillamook, and build large plastic tents over my projects?     
     
If you’ve been wondering, there is actually waterproof row cover cloth! I’m thinking that might be the way to 
go.  
     
June brings us to all the farmers’ markets, and the learning garden is gearing up for the International Master 
Gardeners’ visit in July. The garden is beautiful, and I took a welcome break there one day with my lunch, at a 
peaceful picnic table.    
 
If you have ideas for topics, or a desire to teach about a particular subject for the Fall Extension classes, let Joy 
know.   

Happy Gardening! 
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To Bike or Not to Bike? That is the question... 
 

Sixteen of the twenty-two Master Gardener chapters in Oregon are participating in this display. There is a 
$100.00 prize for the favorite display as voted on by attendees and a $50.00 prize for two runner- ups.  
 
Can we do this?  
 
We have some ideas and are open to more. Ideas that show Tillamook County to be a unique place with rain, 
rivers, cows, beaches, and so much more. And we need people to work on the display once it is designed. You 
don’t have to attend the conference to work on this. Just come with ideas and willingness to help create the 
display.  
 
And does anyone have a bicycle they can lend for this?  
 
Contact Marcille Ansorge if you have ideas or can help, 
mansorge@gmail.com  
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Karen’s Korner                         
by                

Karen Keltz 
 

Field Report from the Herb Garden 
 

In the few sunny days we had before another slew of rain slammed down, my sweetheart and I worked out in 
our various gardens, surrounded by plants and tormented by weeds. We slung away into the “dump it” 
wheelbarrow the grass that grew anywhere we didn’t want it. I heard the crows broadcasting to each other what 
we were up to, in case seeds they could purloin later were going to be part of our garden process.  Swallows 
dive-bombed me because I was working mostly in the herb garden which is in close proximity to their houses, 
and the bird feeder is located right there. The golden finches, scarlet tanagers, and sparrows must have been 
salivating in the bushes, starving, because I never saw them.  

 
But I was saving them from death by pruning the evergreen in the middle of the herb garden. I’ve long since 
forgotten what type it is, if I ever knew. I bought it because it was swirled upward like a Dairy Queen ice cream 
cone. That lasted only one year because I had no experience sculpting trees. Overestimating my talents, I tried 
sculpting it myself. The result was sad indeed. In the ensuing years, I’ve been letting it grow back in hopes it 
would fill out and look like a real tree. We both tried, the tree and I, but the outcome has been less than we 
anticipated.  
 
This was the year I had to do SOMETHING. I have noticed all the felines emerging from under the tree with 
smiles on their faces and feathers in their mouths. The tree provided the perfect hiding place, a little cave next to 
the trunk up under the bottom branches. There they bided their time until a bird was in the right position, and 
then, POUNCE!  

 
The first thing I did after my loppers, pruners, and shears visited Mr. Sharpenator, was to sit down on my bucket 
seat and start eliminating branches, from the bottom up.  There were enough feathers in the tree cave to have 
built a whole nest or two. Thank goodness I was spared seeing birdie skeletons! I raked everything out that had 
been lodged there. Now for 18 inches up from the ground, all around the tree, is nothing but open space. I like 
to think the tree likes the airflow now, like when you cut your hair and you feel pounds lighter and can feel the 
breeze on your neck. The shorn tree can feel the breeze on its trunk.  

 
I stood back and gave it a few more nips and tucks here and there and it looks reasonably the way I envision a 
tree of its species should look at its age. Its branches aren’t covering up the herbs in the four raised beds around 
it anymore, so the herbs are happier as well. The lavender doesn’t have to crouch and bend. The oregano 
doesn’t have to push and shove, then move to new neighborhoods. The herbs can now feel the breeze on their 
necks as well.  

 
I expect better production from now on. I’ve already clipped and dried the parsley, so the rest of the herbs will 
have to up their game. The lemon balm and chamomile come next, and the tea leaves need clipped for drying 
whenever it stops raining long enough. I’ll be making black tea again, with cinnamon, orange peels, and cloves. 
So yummy! All that’s left to do in the herb garden is to get rid of a bit more uninvited grass, and to plant some 
herb seeds, both medicinal and cooking herbs, in the beds and pots.  

 
The crows will get excited again seeing me out working, but I will foil their intentions this year, just as I did the 
felines, with preventative measures--white cloth covers pinned down over the top of the herb seeds I plant--until 
they are toddlers or maybe even teenagers.  
 
www.extension.oregonstate.edu                                                                                Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/tillamookmastergardeners/  
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Field Report from the Herb Garden cont. 
Once the sun comes back in a long stretch, we’ll install the fountain in front of the tree so we can view it from 
the kitchen window, and the herb garden will be complete, with something beautiful and/or scented blooming 
there all summer long. 
 

Plant Ponderings 
by 

Janet Anderson 
 
Are Houseplants anywhere near the top of your list of interests?  They are not on mine.  Recently, I accepted the 
invitation to give a little talk on them to folks at an Assisted Living Facility here in Lincoln City.  
 
Well now, that means I have to get busy and study.   
 
Do I approach this subject from the total gardener point of view or from a group that probably just wants to 
know what plants do what and where they do it.  What plants will survive in my dark apartment? 
On my tiny balcony, what can I grow?  Can I grow food?  What herbs can I grow in my house or on my 
balcony?  What about blooming plants? 
 
So, because I work in a bookshop, very part time, I moseyed over to the houseplant section and found this 
stunning, comprehensive book on The Houseplant, Growing Beautiful Houseplants, An Illustrated Guide to the 
Selection and Care of More Than 1,000 Varieties, by Rob Herwig, published in 1987.   
 
After scanning the book, I decided I have a lot to learn.  Where to start? 
Call Lyn Holman and ask her about African Violets. (She is an expert on these flowers.) 
Use my own experience, dig into this book and choose a few plants to share with my small audience. Get busy. 
 
My neighbor Julie gave me an African Violet (Saintpaulina) in a three-inch pot a while 
back.  “It is from my grandmother’s plant.  The whole family keeps growing and sharing.”  
So, this is a special AV being given to a person who calls herself a gardener and has not 
ever been successful in making an AV happy enough to bloom.  So, with that precondition, 
I gratefully accepted the plant.  And Guess What?  Grandmother’s AV is sitting in the 
sunroom, blooming its head off inside a six-inch pot.  Absolutely gorgeous.   
 
The AV is readily available in plant centers and has few requirements: 

1. The soil must drain well.  Overwatering is the most common error gardeners make. 
2. I am watering this plant on Wednesday mornings, a scant quarter of a cup; feed monthly. 
3. Indirect bright light 

 Inside all the time. 4.  
That’s it.  This plant is flourishing 
 
Plants That Last: 
Clivia  - will become a friend that rewards you each year with more and more flowers. 
Crassula ovata, or German Oak, is a beautiful, branched little shrub. 
Philodendron and Monstera deliciosa are long lived.  An example of the accurate use of Latin to name plants is 
the Monstera deliciosa. The specific deliciosa means "delicious", referring to the edible fruit, 
while Monstera means "monstrous," in reference to the sheer size that this plant can grow to over 30 feet in 
many cases. 
Www.extension.oregonstate.edu                                                                               Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/tillamookmastergardeners/  
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Plant Ponderings cont. 
Common	names	include	fruit	salad	plant,	fruit	salad	tree	(in	reference	to	its	edible	fruit,	which	tastes	
similar	to	a	fruit	salad),	ceriman,	Swiss	cheese	plant	(or	just	cheese	plant),	monster	fruit,	monsterio	
delicio,	monstereo,	Mexican	breadfruit,	locust	and	wild	honey,	window	leaf,	balazo,	and	Penglai	banana. 
It can be confusing to try to find just the right plant without the Latin. 
Plants that live outside during the summer and brought inside include Hortensia 
(Hydrangea), Cacti, Cyclamen, and Azalea.  Each year these plants grow taller. 
 
Like most specific topics in gardening, the houseplant topic is huge.  Huge.   
As I age and my frustration with the physical difficult of some aspects of gardening 
gets me down, I am searching for ways to continue my pursuit of gardening, the 
houseplant seems to be a natural topic for me. What about you? 
 
Bonsai comes next.  Probably. 
 
Janet Anderson, MG class of 2008 
 

 
A Wrinkle In Thyme 

by 
Cris Roberts 

  
Do you ever wonder where certain common sayings originated? Well, I sure do. 
Often. I wonder who cleverly penned the phrase, “All is Fair in Love and War” (and 
credit apparently goes to a 1579 poet named John Lyly) and I admire people like 
Winston Churchill to whom was attributed “Ending a sentence with a preposition is 
something up with which I will not put!” (Only he said it with much more colorful 
language!) Then there’s one of our most beloved phrases, “Beauty is in the eye of the 
beholder”, which we pull out and apply in all manner of embarrassing or self-serving 
ways. 
  
But speaking of beauty, my eye caught a lens-full this past week as I sat on my 
(finally) sunny deck, savoring a delectable, drippy espresso-mocha ice-cream cone 
with the sweet company of my darling daughter-in-law, Hannah. The early afternoon 

sunlight was backlighting my gorgeous Acer palmatum ‘Shin Deshojo’ which has surreal reddish-pink, filigreed 
leaves (which my educational box of Crayola’s calls, “Violet Red” crossed with “Hot Magenta”). This little 
beauty has as her nearest neighbors to the South a gaggle of light-green bracken fern while to her North dwells a 
boisterous, yellow Aralia cordata ‘Sun King’ that I adore. In front of the Acer lives a fun, sprawling Sedum 
‘Dragon’s Blood’, providing more of the reddish-pink hue. These four plants are faithfully watched over by my 
five-year old Cotinus coggygria ‘Golden Spirit’ (Smoke Tree) that makes my deck look lit-up by limelight in 
the summer. 
  
I love to play with colors (thus the crayon hold-over from grade school days), especially in plants – mixing 
complementary shades, contrasting lights and darks, pastel and bold. I get giddy over variegated foliage (like 
my Acer palmatum ‘Butterfly’) especially when pulling out one color in the leaf to match another plant (like 
one of the Heuchera berry-named varieties). 
 

www.extension.oregonstate.edu                                                                                Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/tillamookmastergardeners/  
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A Wrinkle In Thyme cont. 
Perhaps this same fetish explains the joy I feel when working with one boy-man who talks non-stop through a 
three-hour garden day while next to him works a quiet, contemplative sort who manages to soak up rich 
meaning from the damp earth without the constant chatter (“A quiet river runs deep”). One spills it out; the 
other holds it in. Some of these youth, my youth, have never handled a Spittle Bug (Aphrophora saratogensis) 
while others have helped birth calves. I love the contrasts. They all have such great value and worth. 
 
As with all of us, some of these youth are masterpiece paintings still on the palette. They are carefully designed 
squares of fabric being pieced into a quilt. They are cultivated, prized plants fitting into a botanical garden. 
They are calculated, sculptured wood gently tapped into place on an inlaid floor. Beauty. 
 

Photos from the T.R.A.P. Garden 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Learning Garden Hoop House  

by 
Arla Ayers 

Spring 2017 brought several important additions and improvements to Hoop House operations. Karen Sarnaker 
applied for and received a grant from PUD to purchase two variable LED spectrum waterproof grow lights to 
improve the quality and of our veggies and flowers. They were installed in April for a brief initial trial this year. 
There is more to learn to take full advantage of this state-of-the-art new technology for the 2018 season and 
beyond.  

 
Fabric covers were attached to the inside of the louvered intake vents to help keep insects out.  
So far so good! 

 
A new tomato staking system will be used this year to help prevent accidents we have had in the past with 
bamboo stakes poking face, eyes etc. as we tend to the plants. Two wires (lower and higher) have been installed 
on each side running from the door wall to the rear wall. Tomato plants will be placed under the wires on each 
side. Their growth will be guided up via a special clip and twine system to the wires above. This will promote 
better air circulation, access to pruning and watering.  

 
A new fan was installed above the heater to promote better overall air circulation and to keep the hot air near 
the top of the Hoop House moving.  

 
The existing automatic drip irrigation system is being improved to facilitate more efficient watering delivery to 
the variety of container sizes we use.  
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Learning Garden Hoop House cont. 
A big “thank you” to all our volunteers (Hardy and Apprentices) who spent countless hours seeding, dividing, 
re-sizing, watering, and tending as needed to our successful Hoop House growing season. We received lots of 
positive comments on the nice-looking quality veggies we provided for the plant sale.  
 
Special thanks to Doug Holman, our Hoop House guardian engineer, for his input and work to install the new 
lights, tomato wires, improved watering, and overall Hoop House care.  
 
Come visit and see all our healthy tomato, eggplant, cucumber, zucchini, squash, and herb plantings. 
 

 
 
 

 “Fine as Rare Wine”* 
by 

Evelynn VonFeldt 
 

Today (May 20, 2017) I attended the celebration of life for our 
beloved Al Wylder (MG class of ’94). Al was truly one of a kind for 
sure! His life before us was pretty amazing- he grew up in Spokane, 
WA. Entered the U.S. Army right out of high school hoping to be 
stationed in Hawaii at Schofield Barracks where he knew they had a 
great sports program. As with many great plans this didn’t pan out 
as WW II erupted (all around him) and he spent the next four years 
fighting in many battles in the south Pacific. After the war he 
attended college earning a degree in Physical Ed. going on to work 
for the Cincinnati Reds and San Francisco Giants. He then retired 
the majors to work at North Idaho Community College in Coeur d’ 
Alene, ID.  

 
He eventually ended up in Hebo and took the Master Gardener 
classes. For years Al and his buddy “Clancy the Garden Dog” were 
regular figures at the Demonstration Garden (before it became the 
Learning Garden). Look for his and Clancy’s quilt block next time 
you are there.  

  
At the end of the service after many great stories about Al and his dogs (Rusty, Clancy and Buddy) and lots of 

“*-Al-isms”, the church organist played “Take Me Out to the Ball Game”- Not a dry eye in the house after that 
one. 
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Day Tripping 
by 

 Neal Lemery 
 
Summer finds me deep in my garden, trowel and pruners in hand. Yet, taking off my garden shoes and enjoying 
other gardens and places of natural beauty is also a big part of the season.  We live in too beautiful part of the 
world to simply not get out and enjoy it. 
  
Here are a few of my favorite places to wander to, on a bright summer’s day, without an agenda or even a 
Costco list in hand: 
  
The Connie Hansen Garden in Lincoln City offers a variety of well-chosen garden standards, intriguing “new to 
me” plants, and paths that let the mind wander.   
  
Munson Creek Falls, just off of Highway 101 south of Tillamook, lets me gape at the highest waterfall in the 
Oregon Coast Range, while also enjoying the stunning beauty of the rich variety of rainforest vegetation. 
  
University Falls, a seldom visited treasure of the Tillamook State Forest, is at the end of a four mile gravel road 
from the Wilson River summit and a one mile easy trail through a Douglas fir forest and huge stumps left from 
the Tillamook Burn fires.  With a State Forestry map, the trail is easy to find and well marked. The falls are a 
delight. 
  
The Portland Japanese Garden always offers me new ideas for design and plant selection. This piece of heaven 
renews in me the idea that gardening is a meditation, and a path to explore your soul.  This year, the refurbished 
entrance and new teashop compel another visit.  A bonus is the Portland Rose Garden next door. 
  
Rhododendron lovers shouldn’t miss the Crystal Springs garden in SE Portland, next to Reed College.  
  
The Oregon Gardens in Silverton has a wide selection of landscape design and plants, showcasing the best of 
Oregon nurseries.  You can make an overnight of it by staying at the hotel, enjoy great food, and peruse their 
well-stocked gift shop and plants for sale. 
  
The Hulda Klager Lilac Garden in Woodland, Washington is home to hundreds of lilac varieties, and the 
gardeners make it easy to take new starts home.  Hulda was a self-taught horticulturalist, which created many of 
the varieties in the garden surrounding her Victorian home.   

 
August can find me at Swan Island Dahlias near Canby.  With Mt. Hood in the background, the kaleidoscope of 
colors is a real treat.  

 
The Jackson Bottom Wetlands Preserve, just south of Hillsboro, offers a respite from the metro area’s traffic, 
with miles of paths, and great views of marshes and the Tualatin River. The visitors’ center is just off Highway 
219 near Minter Bridge Road (on the way to Farmington Gardens Nursery).  

Safe travels and happy plant viewing! 
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The Learning Garden 
by 

Linda Stephenson 
 

Great progress is being made in the Learning Garden.  The majority of plants that were propagated in the hoop 
house made their way to the plant sale.  Others are going into the garden or staying in the hoop house for the 
summer.  Much of our efforts are with the tour of the north coast after the International Conference in mind.  
Our garden is going to be a featured stop on that tour.    
 
Apprentices have been very busy in the garden.  Whatever needs to be done, they’re ready to take it on and see 
it through.  Vegetables have been planted in the Trugs and the beds in the center of the garden.  Flowers are 
everywhere.  The fence is getting painted and we are looking forward to a model train display for the tour and 
the Fair. 
 
Children who visit the garden are in for a surprise.  We now have a small, colorful “house” for books under the 
tree at the back of the garden.  This is part of the memorial for Pam George.  Families can enjoy the books in 
the garden or take them home to bring them back another time.  Pam would have loved seeing this addition.  
Thank you to everyone who helped makes this happen. 
 
We’re in the garden every Thursday from 9 to noon.  Come for a bite or even just for coffee around 10:30 a.m.  
You shouldn’t miss the shade bed and how beautiful it is right now. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

“Tiny Library” 
In Memory of Pam George 
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS  
JUNE 1, 2017 

 
JUNE 1 LEARNING GARDEN, 9AM – NOON 

 
JUNE 3  OMAG BOARD MEETING 
 
JUNE 8 LEARNING GARDEN, 9AM – NOON 

 
JUNE 10 TILLAMOOK FARMERS MARKET, 9AM - 2PM,  
 LAUREL STREET, TILLAMOOK 
 
JUNE 11  PACIFIC CITY FARMERS MARKET, PACIFIC CITY 
 
JUNE 13   TCMGA BOARD MEETING, 10AM - 12:30PM,  
 OSU EXTENSION OFFICE 
 
JUNE 15   LEARNING GARDEN, 9AM – NOON 
 
JUNE 20   THYMES DEADLINE 
 
JUNE 21   BONSAI CLUB, 6PM - 9PM, TPUD MEETING ROOM 
 
JUNE 22  LEARNING GARDEN, 9AM – NOON 
 
JUNE 23   MANZANITA FARMERS MARKET, 5PM - 8PM,  
 4TH & LANEDA AVE. 
 
JUNE 24   JUNE DAIRY PARADE/RODEO 
 
JUNE 24   TILLAMOOK FARMERS MARKET, 9AM - 2PM,  
 LAUREL STREET, TILLAMOOK 
 
JUNE 26 - 29   4-H GARDENING DAY CAMP 
 
JUNE 27 LEARNING GARDEN, 9AM – NOON 
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